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MΑRΙANNΑ PAPΑSTEPHAΝoU

Echoes and Sοunds οf ΚarΙ Jasper's "Limit
Situation"

Abstract: Karl Jaspers' notion of a "limit situation'' (Grenzsituαtion) refers

to an occurrence in life that existentially displaces, disorients and

discomforts subjects by shattering their assumptions of control and certainty.

Limit siπations create events that are existentially ambiguous, potentially

disabling or enabling. Jaspers engagement with "limit situation" sets the

premisei for opening up the notion to varying philosophiοal reοeptions and

implications, existential and ethico-pοlitical. of this variety, it is the ethiοo-

pοlitical implications that have been mostly neglected in cοntemporary

philosopny. τhe present artiοle aims to emphasize the significance of "limit

iituatior"' fo. political thought. To this end, it Γιrst engages with theoretical

eοhoss of Jaspers' "limit situation" today and then attempts an expanded

reading of Jaspers' cοncept, in the hope of making audible, in Jaspers'

parlance, "the new sound in an old thought."

Key words: Εxistenz, comfort zones, justice, poststructuralism,

posthumanism

..The truth of present-day philosophy manifests itself less in the

formation of new fundamental concepts (e.g. 'limit situation', 'the

Enοompassin g' - Grenzsituation, ΓJmgreifende) than in the new sound it

makes audible for us in old thoughts"'r we may extrapolate from Karl

Jaspers' aphorism that the truth of his own philosophy also manifests itself

moie in his handling of old philosophical debts than in his forming new

Marianna Papastephanou, PhD, is Professοr of Education in the Department of
Education, University of CyPrus.

l Κaιl Jaspers, "Οri 1\{y Ρhilοsopky," 1941' p. 4.
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conοepts Such aS "limit situatiοn" (also translated as "boundary situation").2
Jaspers' aphorism distinguishes the operation ofbringing new concepts and
terms into an established philosophical idiom frοm the operation of
revitalizing, and recycling, so to speak, older thoughts and voices that
acquire new life and new value through οur harking to them differently.
Ηowever, Ι believe, the separation of coinage and temporal οirculation of
ideas cannot be neat. Conceptual innovation and acoustic attentiveness οften
intersect. These two philosophical truth-manifestatiοns, namely, attention to
the past and new thought introduced intο the worΙd, are occasionally
inextricable, and the former generates the latter. For instance, Grenzsituαtion
(henceforth: limit situation), indeed, a concept whose specificity was
brought to philosophical life by Jaspers, clearly manifests his own, οriginal
and unexpected synthesis of older Kierkegaardian, Ηusserlian and especially
Κantian "Sounds''. Thτough Jaspers' reformulation, Ιmmanuel Κant's
Grenzbegriff (limiting concept), antinomies and transcendence3 acquired a
different and impassioned tone beyond the ratiοnalist one of their original
philosophical setting.

Τhe present article continuΘS an endeavora to make audible new
sounds of Jaspers' much negΙected "Ιimit situation" philosοphy. Ι mention
current uses of Jaspers' concept of "limit sifuation'' and then Ι provide my
reading of it. Thus, in a somewhat unorthodox \iι/ay, Ι begin not with the
cοncept but with the concept's echoes today. on1y after this move wiΙl Ι
come to my own use, which aims to be both descriptively faithful to Jaspers'
philosophy but simultaneously reflective of the possibility to read it afresh.
Τhus, instead ofaspiring to "update/upgrade'' Jaspers' thought by using new
"-iSmS'' as guidelines, the article suggests a revisiting of "Ιimit situation,, to
make new sounds of it audible for us, philosophers of the 21't century, and
simultaneously critical of our οwn, newly estabΙished philosοphical comfort
zones. Modem philosophical aspirations of "updating/upgrading',s have, in
my view, this demerit: the thought that is "updated" is expected to match the
new Zeitgeisl. Ιts revival is conditioned on its concordance with newly

2 Ι have used Jaspers' "echo and sound" metaphors again in reΙation to limit situations
but applied to the more specific context of the recent pandemic and its politics. See
Ιν{ariaιlna Papastephanοu, "Pandeπric Τοtalitarianisnls, Lilnit Siruatiοns and Fοrceι1
Vaccinations"' in Ρlιilοsο1lhj' Ιnternατiοnrιl .Ιrlurnιl!' \.,ο]. 4^ Νr. 4" 2021, pp. Ι-Ι5.
3 Κarl Jaspers, Καnt, Harcoιrt Βrace, 19 62, p. 39.
a See Papastephanoυ, op' cit', and Marianna Papastephanou, "Loyalty,justice, and
limit-situations,'' in Journαl of Philosοphicαl Reseαrclι,Υol. 46,2021' pp.221-242'
5 To designate such upgrades, Ι use the Greek word "eplkαirοpoiδsis'' (making
something up to date, catching up with time quο kαiros, opportαne time, and
simultaneously synchrοniz\ng it. See Marianna Papastephanou, "Justice and the
Conspicuous'' in Ιnga Bostad, Marianna Papastephanou and Torill Strand (Eds.),
Justice, Εducαtion, αnd the World of Todαy, Routledge, Neιv York, 2023.
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valued tenets. Ιt is recruited to Support new orthodoxies in ways that b.ockprospects ofphilοsophy,s becoming cautious oεiω o-n, 
"ont"Jpo.'ui, orto-theo logical 1endenc ies toward uo"r"ιin g ti r".

with these thoughts as a backdiop, tte next section considers echoesof Jaspers' limit situatiδn today. Ηow i':iiλt sifuation,,positioned 
1or nοt)in οurιent-phiΙosophical "pu.t g", J" 

'""'lυr".'? For, distributions οf thesensibΙe (Jacques Rancidre's'i"lr-r."o.r-ie.m) ope.ate in philosophicatdiscourses, too. Existing orders, ,ogr" unJιr"gemonies affect what becomesvisible and heard, and distribute 
"";;;;i";;i"e pο\η/er accοrdingly.

Εchoes

Jaspers' notion of a 1imit situation is nοt οne of the popular curΙentinιeΙlecfual choices Γor inιeφreting 
"rα.;l,η;ing ιι," *oria.'aΤ*φrlrr, .,any other scholarΙy choice, lnιeΙle-ctιlaΙ ctloιiΞs aΙso, and ultimately, chinrewith existentia, decisions of the schoΙars tlremreΙves. They are themse'vesechoes of the scholars'.identification',_πruαons, and comfort zones, theirunwittingly or unconsciousΙy.m"taphy'i*i- 

"o--it-ents to philosophicalavatars and their ethico-political, λffective unα .og.riiir"-l.rlr"'r'.iiio i,theoretical camps.6 Ultiλately, 
'"h;; -oi 

"ngugirg 
(οr nοt) ,αrith aphil0sopher- or a topic echo much rnetoric or broader contextual, socio-politicaΙ and theoretiοaΙ seftings that arect οne's phi,osophical mindset."Limit situatiοn'' is siiΙt studied (though ,o.,'"ihut ri-]iΞαiyl ,existentiaΙist, phenomenological and h;";; ;ru,"'"rλ'""i".r}i"rrr.For instance, one theme is how ,.ri-ii 

'iπlti"''";iii";;;'i;;;"*,thought from Edmund Ηusserl's u"α κuri,.i-oino* * reΙates to the questionof Being.8 A2022 special-issue of sιudι losiersiαni exp1orcslimit situation
l1u k:y.conception in Ιaspers' pl'ilosoiιr| and cλntains ."-*Ji.'gr,rnteφretations and transfers of it tο' literary, psychological, andenvironmental research. Τhe concept ,"-"-".g", as a mobile notion thattravels from historical interrogatiοn to socia1 ..ise. and from the fτontiers ofjustiοe to those οf technoΙoξr. e' ,ι'" 

'p".iuιirrr" editors argue, 1imit

6 Papastephanou, "Pandemic TotaΙitarianisms,,, p. 8. Having said that let rne clariξ,that Ι do not imply a normativity. of 
"ng";i;;;i;iurp"... Nor do Ι imply that Ιackof interest in Jaspers is reducibΙe a .?'.-".i, 

"ε 
uogu., poputu.ity and academicvisibiΙity.

7 Gladys Portuondo, "Jaspers, Husserr, Kant: boundary sihrations as a ,turning

ΡΨ,'':. in Εxistenz, Vol. ll, Nr. Ι. 20l6. ; ;i ;;." Danijel ToΙvajiii, ''Man's Lnnit Siπations and the Question of Being,,, inΒogosloνskα Smotrcι,VoΙ. 9Ο, Nr. 5, 2020, pp. gii-gqs.
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situatiοn is a fascinating category whose evocative power is far away frombeing exhausted.e
Hοwever, the brοader influence of existentialism-related circ,es hasbeen extensively diminished fοr various;;r:;;' beyond tt'i, u.ti"iJ, *op..one such reason mav be, for 

-example, the oΙd polemics of existentia,philosophy with phiΙosοphers who irfΙr;n;;; or even shaped traditions asdiveτse as. (post-)ana\tic philosophy, tt " poststructuralist camp andposthumanist thought. NeveπheΙess' "ii-i, situation,, has its own niche insome.German psychοlogical 
^and 

psychotherapeutic circles|0 and has alsobeen inffoduced to the πΞlα or.o.,'uni.uiion ,ιuαi.r,i uiorg ;''; ;;;r".r'conception of "existential communiοation.,, RecentΙy, it rrlr_-"i".nrecommended as a conceptual coordinate for criticai' αir.rrrλn, ortechnologicaΙ transformationandescalating globul crises.ι2 Ιt has even beenused. for. theorizing som9 o| th9.9hatΙenges_# one suοh crisis, the Covid- 19pandemic'l3 StiΙl, po,iticaΙ phi'osοph/ has generally ιypu.r"α r"urp"^,insights (the "limit situπion"' notwiiniunαing). Some poΙiticalphiΙosophersla have sought to remedy this unJλa. important cοntritutions:
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l6 See, for instance. .\:lι
The Concept οf ,LrInlτ.

Jοurnαl of Cοmpοs iι iο,:
l7 ΚarΙ Jaspers, Vοn cΙer

9 Elena ΑΙessiato and MichaeΙ Quante, "Ιntrodιlction to Grenzsifuation as a Key-Conοeption in Karl Jaspers'-er'ilo*pr'y, 
'ι"-ι.uαingr, 

Ιnteφretations, andTran sfers, " in S t u cΙ i J α s p e rs i αn i, Υ ol. .t o,bi2z,pp-. s - r :.δee' tor example,. Thomas Fuchs, "ExistentiaΙ wlnerability: Toward apsychopathoΙogy οf Ιimit sifu.ations,'' in Ps1,chopαtΙ'ι.οlogl,.Υo!.46, Νr. 5, 2013,pp.3Οl-J08; Chrisιoph Mundt'. "Ja.spers .""..|i ii'l'mit sifuation': Extensiοns andιherapeu1ic applicaιions." in ΚλrΙ J;'t';;'' "Philn'nphu 
αιιιl Ps'ι.chopαιho!ogy,Springer, New York, 2a14,pp. Ι69-Ι78;'Juan vuιa.r-sturυ.r, .,Man 

at λe frontierof his being: Scope of the concept of 'Ιimit siωation, in psychiatry and psychotherapyfolΙowing Jaspers' existentiaΙ on,ology,;in_:r-ii. hritte der Neurologie-psychiαιrie,
Ι*91,-"_Ι''.'' ''0]ο. 

,r. l9-2'l; aniLin" viα"r'κy,e' "on the psychopaihologicaΙοrlgln of ΚarΙ Jasners' concept of Ιirnit sifuatiοns,,' i"'ε'l'"i")'r;ιfurg,
?;";'l#;:;:;;';r!!;: ι]er Gesihichte. ii' )'"a""rc"'','k.;'i;;;;7^"7lεεi-
]|See' Γor instance. RonaΙd Gοrdon. "KarΙ Jaspers: ΕxisιentiaΙ phiIosopher oΓdiaΙogical communicatiοn,'' irι Southeι." n"rλ"i"i c"mmunicαtiοn,Vol. 65, Nr. 2-3,2000,pp. 105-t 18.
12 Αmanda Lagerkvist' "Digitat Limit Siπations: Αnticipatory Media Beyοnd .Τhe

[:}'1, 
Βra','' inJournαl ojDigιται Sο"i'iλ'"'""r"i (JDSR)'VoΙ. 2, Nr. s'zoio'pp

Ι3 See Hossein Mesbahian,."Α phenomeno,ogical encounter rvith the Covid 19 crisisfocused on boundarv siπations,'' inlournoiffiiiλλophrcol lnuestigαtions,Vot. t4,Nr' 31' 2020,pp':bs-::l;Papastephanοu,:'jprr].-ι. 
Tοtalitarianisms,,, pp. 1-14;and Jean (irοnιlin^ "Ηοw 

'a 
Liniι iitιιatio, ιtr,r'' l- ΑlΙ λ,lοre Ιrhilοsιtphiοai,, irιCιlrοnιl Pl'ιenιllιlerιοn: PΙιilιl'lορ!ιicαΙ α',l i"li:''rril"οuesιiοftS.BrjΙl, 2022' pp. 32_36.Ιa For instance' Giunia c^t'^' il*"i'|ir;;' ;;;";;;;frs; Καr! Jαspers αnc] tlιe pοliticαltheοιy ο/bοιιndαly situαliοns, DοοtoraΓdiss.n-"t"r' υrir.^ffi;##JJ; {d,'roor.
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yet' even these contributions have ηot been adequate,y utiΙized by politicatphiΙosophy or other disciplines outside oil*r.t"ntiutist circΙes.Ι will return' 
i1 a-.ater Section, to the issue of the limit situation,sΙimited echoes * ,"11,]:"1 pιrιosopt'ies oεp.r,r,-"*raΙist or posthumanistΙeanings but' for the moment, let me providJerumples of ,imited, or missing,engagement with ",imit situation". The notion oεilmit ,iπutio, i, .r.iourιyabsent.ftom cοntemporary phitosophicai αr.our.", that consider states ofexception and camps, although, Ι be,ieve, *.t ,pu".r;;;;ffii;.;l'"rur,,oexperiencing Ιimit situations. Theorizin;il; could constitute new, fertiΙeground for ethico-poΙiticat phiΙosopny. ':ιlλiι ,ituation,, is equaΙly missingln educa.ionaΙ philosophy' a ,λ.;- .ju.utionul ,ti*.r,'purl'" Freire,attempted a reformulation of Jaspers, ..ιiλii situation,, that has not beenfuπher discussed. Freire wrote: "Piofes'o.λirrr.o Vieira Ρinto analyzes withcΙarity the problem of '1imit-siπr,i""'j';; ;;';;;,"#'?i'r, ,^"p.essimistic aspect originaΙly found in il;p;. For Vieira Pinto, the .limit-

situations' are not 'the impassabt" b;r;;;λ where possibilities end, butthe real boundaries where all po''iυiriti.'1"!m,; tt'"y are not .the frontierwhich separates being.from_nothing;;r; ffi the frontier which separatesbeing from being mor:e',, ,, Fo;F.';;;r_iil,rrur,ons shoutd be thought asexistential situations that limit hum"r' p;;;;rirΙff iij ;".* ff o'i"#o-".Though his mention offers feπile g-;; i;;p"λi.,g up a fiτitfu] oiλiogr"on limit situation tξoug| y3γTle perspectives, too few educationaΙphiΙosophersIo have mineJit. "Limit-siiua';lr;';' aiso-suφrisingly missingin peace educatiοn, in studies 1"αu.utωrrl ,. λrιr*l or.,uri""i;; iri ilu*u,and in "conflict-ιesolution,, theories.

Jαspers' Limit Situαtion Philosophy
Jaspers' "limit situatiοn" can be expΙained in its difference from whatJaspers17 theοrized as a "basic 

"ituution'; ffiλ)sinαion).e rrrrr", i"irg,,basic situation is the trans-historic"r, 
"ri;;;;r.condition of experiencing,to antinοmian effect, a Sisyphian qu"'t ro.|l*itude, οoheren""ΤJuriry.

|eath, 
s^υffering, struggle, guitt, aλo πniπ'α" (tι" r.αng 

"i ι"ωg 
"i 

,r'"mercy of chance) are basic situations that ultimateΙy defy hλun ,li.-uruiion,foresight and preventive'a.ction. Thus, in λy_i*.φ.",ution, they signiξ, theuniversality and inevitability of rωπ. ωlt_ o"marcate existence and its

Ι5 Freire wrote this in a footnoιe,in hiP-Pedαgοgy οf ιhe oppressey' his accΙairned
}"^"-1,:n^, 

was originaJly published in l97o.paito-'pr.i.., Peclαgog,, of ιhe opρressed,ιonιΙnuuln, Bosιon' MΑ' 2ο08, p. 99, fn. Ι5.l6 See' for instance' Anthony Pelruzzi"'Between Cοnνenιions and CriιicaI Thinking:The Concept of 'Lirnit-Situations' in criticα-iiteracy and Pedagogy,,, in JΑC: Α
{i{::,'!S"'η?'i'i:n T!."!?. VoΙ Ι8, π,. z. lsδλ. pp 309-32." Karl Jaspers ' Von der Ι|αhrheiι' Ρiper, Mi-inche n' 1947.
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(im)potentialities. when basic situations furn from generalities to actuarities,
they become "limit situations" that charlenge and even shatter the situatedselΓs certainties and solaces.is Limit siπat]οns differ not only ε.om basicsituations but also from those temporary Qoribergehende) si-ιιational
formulaslg that, having something ιιa^ιlπai and ordiniry ubout th"-, tr"ιexistentialΙy vertiginous consequenceS. Temporary sifuations do notnecessarily shake the' subject and may be exμrienced daiΙy in aλ..nt
guises. Unlike them, limit situations ora ιind are eventually experienced, inone way or other, due to sifuatedness rvithin a world οf ultiλately in"ritubl.
basic situations.

Limit situations lead to antinomies ..among general principles,, or"between the principles and the concrete actions \λ/e must take,,, or decisions
\Ι/e must make, "as human beings living at specific times, in ,p""iπ" pir.".,
and with οthers.''2ο Limit siπations -"canλot 

be approach"d u. J"n".utwithout losing their meaning" as boundαιy ones.2t'i"; 
";;pi;, λ.., uJaspersian prism, death becomes a limit sifuation ..when'r 

"rntιontexistentially the dΙzzyiιg certainty of my death, not simply when Ι_Jie.,,Αlimit situation is experienced "when Ι orient myself tο iιre reatlty tι'ut ,r,utsituation is inescapabIy mine, that it affΘcts me not on1y intellecfuull|, υut indeeper ways'', impοrtantly deiimiting my behavior anj choices.2
- In facing the limit situation existentialΙy, persons expose or discΙose

the paι.icular individuals that they have come io te. Phenoλenotogi"ully, umajοr question is: what one is conscious of when one has consciousness ofa Ιimit situation?23 Existing within the confines of basic situations entailsthat limit situations usualry emerge in consciousness as mere possibilities.
For, without the distress of an actua[y lived out rimit situation, according to
ξsη9rs, a pefson experiences the wor'd from a variety of unquestioned
shells. Α shell (Gehtiu.se) is the kind of existential comfοrt οr buffer zοnethat shields the seΙf from various realities. Ι metaphοrize this as follows: evenif ontologically homeΙess, \λ/e are existentiaily ostracoeid (sheΙl-carrying
beings).2a When the protective shell becomes challenged o., ,o.r., i"ri, ,fr.person, Ιike a shellfish, is confronted with life/or bal"lanc" ir'..rt*i,i|-n",
givens. Ιn Jaspers' words, ,,Das Gehδuse besteht nicht mehr, α". ιη?rr"ι,kann nicht mehr leben, so wenig wie eine Muschei, der man die Schaie
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Panastenhanou' "LοyaΙty, justice, and limit-siπations',', p. 223.

,, 5::-l'γ::: !;|!:'"^'', der ΙΤelτοnschαιιιιngen' Springer, Βerlin, 1925,p.241.
', Yo,1o' Ι neorι:ιng αmong ruins' p. l6.!l Ιbidem' p' 3'l .

22 Ιbιd.
23 AΙan oΙson asks a simiΙar qιlestion but for different pιιφoses. Αlan olson,"Metaphysical GuiΙt," in Εxistenz: Αn Ιnternαtiοnαl Jοι,.nuΙ in iniln,ruoio',''p"|,r,on,Pοlitics, αnd the Αrts' Vol. 3, Nr. 1, 2008, pp. 9-19.
2a Papastephanou, ..Pandelnic τotuiitu.iuriΙλr;,, p. s.
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ΑΙan olson'
τ,h'' ' Religion,

genommen hat."25 However, unlike sheΙΙfish, we bear our home, a home
which is not at first sight visibie tο us and to others, within us and within our
hαbitus.

Shells such as "religious faith anιl ideologiοal convictions, personal
styles. of living, and protective_ reΙatiοnships'' put off the experience of limit
situation as utterly disruptive.26 Ι would add ω these 

"*u-pl", 
of shells the

protective functiοn of common sense, the narratives 1official or marginal)
that provide facile answers to thorny questions, the hegemonies thai lead
public opinion to safe harbors οf world inteφretations, thΞ master disοourses
and the "_isms" whose. social οurren"y pu"ifi.' thought. "DwelΙing on the
bοundary is not something we can do alΙ the time,'i, therefore, i," .'eed
"leaning points" in the face of limit siruations because we οannot endure
them "in their most shattering and aΠ questioning power continuously,,.
Without the shells as leaning points, "life would δeise and unsustainable
despair would prevail'"28 Losing our shell threatens οur viability. SheΙls Γrx
how individuals have chοsen "to soΙve the limiιsiπations,,. Ηuman beings
t1"1:9ι' try to escape "the suffering of the limit-situation by creating a
she11."29 Ιn my view, this long-undeistudied aspect of οreativity is open to
many poΙiticizations,. and to rethinking how not only religions or older
ideologies but also new prospects, and nΞw hegemonic 

-di."o,].r", 
(new and

nοrmativized -isms), have a deep connectiοn io our being confrοrt"d *itt'
limit situations and having learned to οope with them hδmeostatically by
continually renewing the shell.

Limit-situations affect the Ι as Εxistenz,namely, ',they reveai my o\λ/n
potential" and thereby show that "'myseΙf means something mοre tian an
empirical Ι.''31 To unpack the potential power of limit siπatio-ns over the seΙf
we need first to unpack what Jaspers means by Εxisrenz' Εxistenz.,is the
possibility, the normative horizon, the freeιlom of existence.,,32 Acοording
to Jaspers,33 philosophy is caΙled to make a basic decision: hοw to answer

25 Jaspers, Psychοlogie der [|'eltαnschοuungen' p.248.
26 Mundt, "Jaspers οoncept of .limit siπatio*n',;' p. l zl.
27 Gatιa. Theorizing arτong ruins. p. 36.
lE Ιbidem.
29 Jonna Bomemark, "Lirnit-situation. Αntinomies and Transcendence in Κarl Jasper,
Plrilosophy"' in SlΖS.. Nordic Jοurnαl οf Philosclphy,Υoir.7,Nr. 2, 2006, pp. 63_85,
76.
30 For instance, we buiΙd monuments to our "shelΙs''' alTange eduscapes accordingly
and-οreate initiation processes and liminalities (e.g. a Phδ thοsis may constitute a
kind of intelΙeοtuaΙ datο of biπh for the sfudent, deλarοating her way of viewing the
ηorld and dealing with its tensions ever since), rites ofpassage to cross the thres'hold
of the pubΙicly established Gehιjuse formally to enter a vaΙued, prospectively
protective shell.
31 Bornemark, "Limiιsituation. Antinomies and Τranscend eιce,'' p.77 '32 Gatta, Theorizing among ruins, p. 25.
r3 Karl Jaspers, Philosophie ΙΙ, Εxistenzerhellizrg, Springer, Berlin, 1973, p. 3.
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"the question whether mundane being,"3a i.e., existence and subjectivity as
studied by the sοiences, "is all there is''. Jaspers replies negatively. Apart
frοm the empirical Ι, there is also "the being which in the phΞnomenality of
existence is notbιt cαn be, ought to be'''35 That being ii Εxistenz.Ιπmy
opinion, Jaspers' assertion has exceptional political significance against anti-
utopian ideologies and determinist treatments of our wοrld ai the best
possible. Εxistenz as a consοiousness State of transcending material, social
and other determinations]6 invites this clarificatιon: Εxistenz mitigates
between the world and what Jaspers theorizes as "transcendence,,, of whiοh
we have at times a glimpse. Ιn fact, Jaspers' notion of transcendence ..is not
so muοh 'vertical' as 'horizonta1,' not a movement upwards, above it a11, but
a moving more penetratingly with 'gliding awareness' into and through that
which is around us as the world of appe arances.''3, Εxistenz isthe dimΞnsion
of our being that has the capacity to stanι1 between the world and
transcendence thrοugh the evοnt of existential communication. The lafter,
rather than some exclusively introspective quest, opens a vierv into
transcendence.ss Ultimately, Jaspers' thought is relational and
intersubjective rather than monological or deΓιned by a subject-object,
modern philosophical she11.

Limit situations are one condition of Εxistenz realization3g beyond
problem-solving modalities. As Jaspers clarifies,a0 limit siπation, u..
beyond the rational knowΙedge that we use to solve problems in every-day
life. Τhey impel "a radical change in attifude and common way of
thinking.''al Τhey invite responses, beyond "planning and calculating to
overcome them", that involve our "becoming the Existenz we potentiilly
are; we become ourselves by entering with open eyes into the boundary
situations."a2 Before the outbreak of a limit situation, unshakeable in their
knowledge, people dismiss possible limit situations as foreign to them. when
a 1imit situation occurs, it opens the possibility for philosoph ιzing ιn a'way
that sheds light on existence. Τhis existential elucidation ior illimination,
Ε'rhellung) means that we begin to see limit situatiοns as possibiΙitie,l that hit

3a Gatta, Theorizing among ruins, p. 25.
35 Ιbidem.
36 Fuchs' "ExistentiaΙ νιrlnerability,,' p. 301 .
37 Gordon, "Karl Jaspers: Existential philosopher." p. 1 15.
38 Κarl Jaspers, Reαson αndΕxisteni, trans. W. Earle, Nοonday Press, New York,
1957 (originaΙ text 1935), p. l08.
39 Κurt Salamun, "Moral ΙmpΙiοations of Karl Jaspers' Existentialism ,,, in Philosοphy
αnd PhenοmenοlogicαΙ Reseαrch,Υo1.49, Νr. 2, l988, pp. 317-323,p.318'
a0 See, for instance, Jaspers, Philοsophie.
aΙ Salamun, "MoraΙ Ιmplications,'' p. 318.
42 Ιbidem, p. 319.
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Jaspers offers no prescriptions for coping with timit situations. Heauthorizes a general response to such siπations that involves transcendence

'ιronday Ρress, Neιv York,

. : :ntialism.'' in Ph i lοsουhι'
-: l7-.123, p. 3!8.

a] Jaspers, Philυsophie;'.:11:" Galta'^Theοrizing αmοng ruin^l, p. 34.
.l 9.,:r: 

Τheorizing alnong rulns. pp. 34-5.'" ΝafΙ 'l,\pdΓs, Philosουhische Αufsriιze, Fischer Bi'icherei, Frankfuπ am Main undHamburg' l 9 67' p' 2 1 6. λ Ι r^o_ o,,l'" 
"n.o-pλ.rirψ,l J" ru.p..., π e α s ο n α nιl Εxisιenz."o David Nichοls, "Hcidegger and Jaψers Jn tt'. τrugi. ,,, in Εxisιenz; Αn

'ii;ξ;!:";:ζΞi{']r'! Phiisophy,_R;7;;;';, iλtι,i",' ona-tl,".c,t,,iJ.'7,'l'ι,. z,
a7 

"Eine n"ue Leh.e vοm Sein (eine verwandelte ontolοgie) ist in Vy'ahrheituntnδgΙich geworιlen' ein Ent'ιιυrf d.. w.i*r'J", Urngreifenden, worin wir uns
';;i;;;;::r:;'"}::::'oωgio, '""ri'';l;;;';"';.r Schwebe blciben.. Jas,rers.

"δ Papastcphanou.'.Pandcλic Τοιaiiιarianisms..' p. 6.
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49 Ιbidem.
50 ΚarΙ Jaspers ' Philosophy' Vol. ΙΙ, trans.Ε. B. ΑshlChicago, 1'97o, p. ιis.''-' 

l ν'' ι1' Lι,L'S' Ι" ΙJ' Αshton, University of Chiοago Press,
" Gordon, ..ΚarΙ 

Jasners: ExjstentjaΙ philosopher...p. Ι l3.
,j i1]"ir., 
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i c To ta ii tari an i s l ns... p. 6.
55 Ιbid
so Jaspers. philo.sophy.p. l9l.'' Ιbidem.
58 Gatta, Theorizing αmong ruilιs, p.28.
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l ':u:hοrizes a kind of subjeοtification: the
lπliι situations', is nοt ..by pΙanning and
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,rlsllS," p. 6.

its difference and tension with the intellcοt, fΘt1sΟn is, for Jaspers, a
movement "constantly defying the fixity and abstraction of intellectual
categories" and "a more promising path tbr knοwing human beings beyonιl
thcir objeοtivity."so 

' 
consider this a majοr, possible cοntribution to politicaΙ-

philosophical debates on universalism. A conventional wisdom οf
postmodem times has it that universalism is an inherentΙy negative concept
and a politically pemicious idea. Ι think that such certainties can be
chaΙlenged from aperspective that' though οriticaΙ οfsome ofJaspers' ideas,
pays neveι1heless attention tο those ofhis insights that redirect disοourses on
universaiism and enable perception of its ambiguities. Jaspers' universalism
also constitutes an altemative to current elaborations on a possibly nοn-tοxic
universalism that never1heless over1ook existential, οontextua1 and affective
dimcnsions of human entanglement.

Dffirent Sοunds

Before Ι engage with new "sounds'' of Jaspers' limit situation anιl
suggestiοns fοr expanding its relevance to ethico-political and educationaΙ
phiΙosοphy, Ι bricfly retum to the notion's limited echoes in various post-
isms. Ιn poststructuralism, the theoretical attachment to "limit experience'',
especialiy the Foucauldian pοpularization οf this notion in educatiοnal
phi1osophy,60 Seems to me to have sidelined or even excluded "Ιimit
situation'' as a possible theοretical ground fοr exploring issues of
subjectifiοation. Ιronically, despite the fact that the notion οf ..Ιimit
experienοe'' has been associated with "dramatic'' and subversiνe
philosophies such as Georges Bataille's, it becomes, when used in
educational philosophy, a much "safer" and tensiοn-free concept,6l far more
monοlogically fascinated with the epiphanic than Jaspers' "limit situation,,.

Ιn posthumanism, there is a nοticeable tendency to ignore ail older
thcories that are guiΙty, or Suspect, of human exοeptionalism. Αgainst
possib1e, pοsthumanist οbjections to Jasper's philosophy, Ι argue that
theοries are compΙex bodies of ideas, often containing philosοphical-
anthropoiogical materia1 that avails itseif to different inteφretations. Jaspers
depiοts humans also in terms that might today count aS non-exceptionaiist.
For instance, he ο1aims that human beings are not different from other liνing
creatures.62 Their basic situatiοn is the same, since "they devοur one another,
defend themselves, and escape." Like other οreatures, humans cannot avoid

59 Ιbidem'
60 Marianna Papastephanou, "Michel Foucault's limiιexperience 1imited," in
Ε.ducαtionαΙ Philοsοphy αnd Theοry, Vol. 5Ο, Nr. 4,20l8, pp' 390-403.
61 Papastephanou, "Miοhel Foucault's limit-experience,'.
62 Karl Jaspers , The Future οf Mαιιkind, trans. E.B. Αshton, Chicago University Press,
Clricago, 1961,p.3Ι.
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force. Ηumans are, for Jaspers' less defined in their difference from animals
than in their difference from angels: force "would be absent only λo- u
kingdom of ange1s."63 Αnother possible posthumanist oυ.1."ti* λiι't υ"
this: at first sight, limit situation is by definition (at least Jaipers, defiλition)
an exclusively humanist term. Personally, Ι do not endorse ihi, ..fi.rt ,ight,,
assumption. Τhough non-human othemess may not experience a limit
situation as humans do or' if the non-human οthλess belongs trrorr-υiotu
it may not experience it at a11, limit situation nevertheless remains relevanτ
because as such, and as Ι theorize it in some critical distance i.* iuφ..r, itis not reducible to consciorΨ9'9. Ιt has aspects of an objective category,
regardless of hoιη, or whether it is 1ived οut. Fλr instance, huλans create limit
situations of death for other biota and destruction or ron-υlotu us oυ|ctlv"
states/realities rather than as subjective experiences.

Postmodemist οritiques of metaphysics, authenticity, humanism,
eurocentrism,64 etc., and posthumanist ciitiques of human λοptionalism
have often chimed with tendencies to rump u[ old.. philosophieJ into ,,r.r,
categories and thus to dismiss them effδrt1essly and 

'.,."pir'gty. Τ1r.r"
tendenοies block not οnly. the interest in Jaspers but also u"y ii'igr'i into
affinities of post-isms with Jaspers' rejection of closure ,nο pl"nitiα" urαhis attention to finitude, situatedness, contingency, and shaitering. Limit
situations explode consensus, security, pruAeni;atis- and other ,r"i ,hirrg,
whose critique is so valued in the posiisi context when uttered by respective
gurus. Through Jaspers it can be shown that "any clearly stateα ttreori ortne
whole, whether reΙigious or not, becomes a sheΙiproteciing t r-u, ti,g. or
the originaΙ experienοe'' of limit situations.65 Granted tιriiit is urruφ.irirg
that Jaspers' own notiοn of limit situation has not attracted post-ist interest;
his ideas are considered part of the whore that these post-isms ,"1""i; ona
these post-isms, despite their attacks on meta-narratives, have themselves
become meta-narrative she]Ιs. Αs a theoty oΓthe whole. 

"'' 
;";-;;;;;r.r,

post-isms tend to ignore what may cοme frοm a different or oΙder traJition
andcause cracks or upset new orthodoxies. Jaspers' phirosophy -uy .uur"
cracks in these new meta-narratives in at Ιeast two ways. (a) ti -ay ao ,o
thτough the notion of the she1l that can be employed criticjty a i'lr*.ir"
opeτations (inter alia political) of which the new master-discourses are alsoguilty. Τhe risk that Jaspers saw in nihilism and rationalis*, nr*.ry 
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64 Eurocentrism is often detected in some of Jaspers, statements regarding the AxialAge (Αchsenzeit). See, for instance, Dafydd Rees' "Ι]eι:οIοnizΙng PiiΙοsοptrγl,
[Ιahenr:ιrs allιl the Αxial Λgc," iτι {|ιlι.lτellαiiιl;.i,r:" Vιι1. 24. Νl. 3. 201 7. pp" : i9-i: r.65 Gatta, Theorizing αmοng ruins, p.39.
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sheΙIs.6n equaΙly threatens aΙl ., isms.,. (b) Jaspers cauSeS cracks in current _isms aΙso through the notion oΓΙimit 
'ia;;, when ιhis is concrelized as thesifuation of a vulnerable other ;;;;; shοw how abstract and genericthese master-discourses 

'remain. 
The| reηain ,o 

"u.r_ 
*rr.ri"λ.y puycontinuous Ιip service.to diversity 

";J;i" li'T-'* other, and theπ capita.izeon their paying such lip servi"e. i,," ..'i"rrιis article indicates inter aliathis potential of Jaspersian phil;;"pλ;. 
-"' "

This brief detour tο iimited 
""ιro", 

of limit sifuations in current post-isms aimed to show that an ;"ω..'ii.r'Jn"ri ,ornar,, of Jaspers, voice cou'd

'r,:':*, 
T ;rffi }r,:n,,r:,u1',; 

;;;,;;;;;,* o r n"'" 
-,du, 

t",- α],lo,., 
".,;;;; ;"",; ;,,''i,," l'".l|#J''Η, : i,*Η::i: #:'::fr 3l #Ι ι,l*πeor yet non-theorized. inteφre1ive po''lυil;ii", i, j"*;':;;;'.ii,"ixr,,r,,

situations' The upshor oi these;"rd;;; could be rendered thus; rhecurrent hegemony of power ,ra ii"-iiι.operationsi11t_"'Ζp-α,]"'l,l#,"oi"Jf; iiiii",'"J,i,o'i""'ι.iilj::Tχ,rT
a\η/areness of Ιimit sifuations as simu1tineouriy-p.oαu".d by, and productiveoξ subjects, thoughts, poweΙ and worlds. t, otιr". words, Ι recommend thatwe use Ιimit situations as.ethico-potiti.;i ;;pl*r,o.y r*tr,'irJrΤi 

"r,, ^
tools of existential anaΙyti"' ,f fi;;';;JJr."r. As ethico-politicaΙ tooΙs,they offer us insight into eΙemerrts 

"iι'*λ"" "-istence 
that are irreducibΙe topower relations and to their role in tlmit siπaπons poΙitics.For Jaspers, ,imit sifuationr, ,torg *1λ ,λα", ,ra doubt, are alsoSources oΓ philosoohν operative tt'-ugli.ormun ication among peopΙe. n7From my p.,'p".tir". thir,ro 

"";;i";i;;;nt is highΙy significant Γor ameta-philosophy thaι expΙores *hat lies'j"'*""n probΙem-soΙving andquestion-raising. ProbΙem-solving i''o,,'.ii,,'", ;;;i;# ; ;;;1']χ'rlJ,ir, .,Ιnstance by (neo)oragmatism, lut it ;;o;'.me aS impoverishing ofphilosophy' Probteλ-s-olvjrg αoλ?r,i.r,.r'}t,;Ioropt y by orienling it ιoissues that have aΙready cropped up in ιhe li?ewor]d and require soΙirιions.Αgainst it' and folΙowing λn"i"nt';;;;;;;t;", of philosophy, \Me mayemphasize questiοn-rais'ig:l! *:.i". ii'i]_"λny raises questions preciselythere where people are immersed in "she11,, certainties. Ιt problematizesprecisely what is un-prob,ematic i; ; liλ*..lα, i.e., all those things thatescape solutiοn 1ogi(ist)cs.
However. in-berween probΙem-sol ving and quest.ion-raising. there isaΙso the operation of philosophy ;;;'d; to limit sifuations. Limitsituations do not invite ,.υl., 

'"1r;rr.l;;;i: 1hey are oulside ιhe registeroΓ probΙem-soΙving. Αs sources or pnitropι,y. iir', lli*ii;' ;i:: i|"r,,'

Ιi {:rr'.:'. Psychοlogie c]er Wellοnschcιuungen.pp. 3O0-309."'KarΙ Jaspers. Wαν lο Wisdom.' trans. R."Mannhei,n' γale University Ρress, ΝewHaven' 1 973. pp. 24-25. For.an infοrma,ir" ,".J#'o, this topic, see [jοrιiιυr, .,K.arlΙ;lspers: Eιisteηtial phiΙοsοpher.,'p. ] 13_ 
-
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cοncretizationS of eχisιentiαl aporia and thus cοrrective eνen of epistemicαllyapοretic perspectives^οn phiΙ";oph'. Ε.p'#lry relevant ιo epirι.mi. apo.ιa.are Some limit situations, namety, trror" .,,"ωr" 
consequences are inteΙiecfuaΙand shatter one's commonsensical certaintielexperiments anJ theo."ti"aΙ exercises. .u"n'l*i.'Ψ 
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"*-l.if i;:δ",::l,iTJΗiHiiΗ, il1.:Η: j;oΓ one's sιandardized episιemic utιiπα"r. other iimit ,ii,uιλnr, oε"material'' rather than p*"ty ir,"tt".'ui*JJnsequΘnces, are those of acfuaΙsuffering of unbearabt", di.;;i;;,-";;'harrowing, 
change in o.,e,sconditions oΓ liΓe. Εncountered ,, .*"p"ri"n."d by others, this iind or llrι,

;'#ilili"::Ιlt ;:3:::::- 
;;il;;nο'"iι,;lo,opl,ical 
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as mine; witnessing it, ι'"rv.r"i'λ"y t."α

- We must be cautious, though, οoncemit
Jasp ers, c onnec tion o f ph i t o, ;h;? ; Η;; :ii,-J:: :s::ff ,TΙ ι1?Ι ?λ: isifuations (οne'S o\γn or anoιher.s) a subiectsοΙace rather ιhan Γor ι.tr,.u, yΞι' λ;;#il,,T"y 
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:,,fri.ι:'t'"T,xx:μT:'itffi **xiH.1r#:'x?iΤ:{i:trff ::1ffi1fi *:lιι
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λ:io -,experience. Ιn οιher."o.dr' Ιi,nit"rid,;';;;;],l ': enιanglcd person, may

l}γ :yp, as sifuaιions ιha.ι a sinμ;ar ;;lλ;; #;lΙe 
and ffansΓeπabΙe even wheno' SιiΙl, Ι do not mean ιhis oir,λ.,l".-λ.#J.χ.r"i,d^ichotomy. - _'.'rrrνιΙvΙΙ utι\i'leen sotace and phitosophy as another

iU Jaspers, Psycholοgie der Ll.eltαnschαιιungen, p.304.
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.rnd philosοphy as another

to the Holoοaust denialist argument that relativizes all concepts presιιppose
concepts (truth incΙuded) as teaning pοints. Thcrefore, we sometiλes rcly οnοoncepts not because, supposedly, we cannot bear relativization
psychοlogicaily, but because we find relativization 

"tιri.o-porlti.u1lf u-i*and.morally repugnant' Contrary to Jaspers' assertion that concepπa'
stabi1ity shields us from iimit situatior, 1ulro cοntrary to pori-i.-r'concιπing with that),.Ι argue that conceptual stability, .u"n irpi*isionrl,
precisely enables a gΙimpse of a limit situation, und -o.., it enabΙes ouracknowledging the limit sifuation that the other is in. Ιn so a"irg, ii 

'lr"tt..,the shell (even if temporariΙy) that blocks our view of the other,s Ιimit
situation, a shell which is especially strong in cases wlrere the other,s Ιimitsituation 

.remains unperceived even iξ ironically, we (individually orcolΙectively) have created it for that other. Τhe deportation oε ,t-,.Chagοssians from their lanιl, and their being Γorced to dwelΙ in the Ιimit
situation of exile by sιrccessive U.S. and UIK. gouemments, is a οasc inpoint, one that Ι have discussed elsewhere.7Ι

- Nevertheless, to emphasize the aforementioneιl other-oriented andpolitical dimensions of limit situations we must highΙight trr" |"'.iυ;lity,inherent in Jaspers' theorization of a limit situation being also collectively
experienced. Αs Gatta peτtinently puts it, Jaspers understands .,suffering 

asboth something befalring 
_ 
dramatically and idiosyncratic"iif 

-'r-gr.
individuals, bιrt also as a plural phenomenon, something almost always
entangling multiplc individuars, situated differently, and reicting differentty
to it according to their situation."72 Ι take this point fuπher bf suggesting
that different existentia1 and po1itical positions rnake 1imit siπations iit onty
collective but also occasionally group-differentiated. Situatedness .rpor.,
specific groups, especially the most r,.ulnerabΙe or powerless ones, to limit
situations (e.g., forceful deportation and exile) that are on1y theoreticaΙpossibilities for more powerful groups. Ιn my opinion, pun oi_on.,.
existential eΙucidation (ΕxistenzeλetΙιing) shoιid *.'..- not Just on.,.
defining oneself 'within and against the siπation one is thrown inio (at biπh
or later) but aΙso the οonsideratiοn of the situatedness οf others' Τhis rηuires
one to experience the encounter with others through heightened poiitical
consciousness of hoιv sγffe11ε is affected by one,s (or people,s) being
located in space, time and pοlitical entanglements of power.

Furthermore, it would be wrong to assume that, for Jaspers, all limit
sifuations make, or should make, the sδlf swing iιto Εii'stenz rλλ"i'"r|,ngSuch an assumption is particularly \λ/rong' Ιeading even to gruesοme
implications, when establishing a carious exp-ectation that thc otheiin a limit
situation should respond to it with what we consiιler constru ctiνe Εxi'sιenz'
Τhe Αι'ι/schwlllzg is just one possibiΙify. Many limit situations are merelv

7Ι Ρapastφhanoυ. "Ι-oy;lty, justice, and limit-situations,.' pp' Caιta. Thcοri:iιιg αιιιοιιg ι.ιιiιl's' p' 41 .

228-229 and 136-t37.
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shattering or unbearab]e' Ιt is important to keep this in minιl, then, Ι suggest,when we ethicize and politiciz" mr, 
'i'",ions.7] We shouΙd not burdenothers, especia,ly when our colΙectivity has created their limit sifιration, withyet another iimit situation, that of guiit forieing u"ubι";;;;k;rλi'",ni.',goοd out of what they experien.J. wιrut for psychoth erΦy74 might be aperfectΙy sound approach oΓ ι,..lping iλ._selΓ accept, endure 

*o, 
.u.oovercomΘ Ιimit siπations through culλating virtrres such as perseverance,courage and reflective capacity, that same'thωg ."riJ;;;;;;-. *eιhico-poΙitics if iι was furned inιo an expectation ιhat suΓΓering oιhersshouΙd have develοped "Iimiι 

'irr*ω, 'ιilI'5rrJ υ. |lrffiiffiiad not,especiaΙ,y when Ι or we (our.coΙt-ctirit|jλay be responsible fοi the iimitsituation in which others dweΠ. τrr" 
"trr"'rJ' 

λit situatiοns shouΙd constirutea chal'engeJbr as to swing i"r. tπ" ε"i'i"iihat alΙows us transcendenοe ofοur o\ir'n' tempοrarily_ protected and. safe positioning. il'.' i."l"n ,--another route Gatta's-.conc1usion tnat tiλit situations play a .,roΙe inawakening responsibility to others, 
_;.i;;;i'g 

us to imagine pοliticaΙpossibiΙities wiιh them, and compeiΙirg ,r'i" i"l;,icaI action.',75Ιn criticaldialogue with Jλspers: ptωλp^y we may also rethink ourgrasp of (and failures to grasp) 
"λn"r"i" rruλun positioning. Fοr, Jaspersexhorιed uS ιo enιer our Ιiilit .i,rr,i". 

'"jλ'λ]"n "r..' but, in my νiew' boιhmodcm and posιmodern ph i Ι osophy ;";.l;;i; ;;;;;; 
"i. Jri}i" *.οther's 

'imit 
situatiοn, especially 1ι'"." .,,ιr.r" we Seem to be at our mostattentive, that is' when wε aesthetiοize 1urJ urro abstract, romanticize, orontologize) the other as "the -ig.unt,i )i# r"πg".,,' ,.the exiΙic,, οr ..thedissident''' Τherefore. Ι suggest caution concerning such aesιheticizaιions ot.Ιimit siιuaιions. "Llmiι-Ξ;ιur,ι--"'.oilj''.".onu,. 

wiιh a sweeping.L e b e n sp h i l o s o p h i e iπcr imination o f .;:;;#; ;;; ι'rji";6 "i|.ttv
virn-les". Ιt may evοke a concοmitant glo.iπ.π,on ot a modemist aestheticof shock' Ιn my opinion, a fascinatδn -iiι,'ri-i, situations u, ..uniqu"mοments οf existentia] 

^p::]1 η" become u_|.orlrg ground for individual'authenticiξ' "76 diverts attention from the Jtιrico-pοtitica] claims that theinexorabΙe specificitv 
9f the ",h;;^ili"λutio., makes on us. The"aesthetics of horrori (Αesthetik a"' s"'i))ι"rr1sets the lifeworid on one

side, and "su
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side, and "suddenness'' (Pldtztichkeit),77 rνptνre and discontinuity on
another side' The one pore is incriminated; the other is invested with
redemptive force. The "society οf 'normalization' (Foucault)', must be
subjected to "aesthetics of rupture," where ..the exception enters the scene,
for the exception a1oπe, quα borderline concept (Gienzbegrffi a11ows thepower of real Ιife.''78 Ηere Ι invite the reader to consider, Toi"instance, the
tasks assigned to limit experience by Foucauldians;79 in .y ri.*, .u"i turκ,
constitute what is known as "soft" limit siπations*, uatued υy in. trouα..
Western inte]lectual glorification of traveΙling and movemeλt. Ιnstead, Ι
recommend ethico-po1itical theorizations of thδ productiorr./οreation of limit
situations that are less blithe and ress centripetar than those singreJ out in
some discourses of limit experience and displacement. Ι agree -ith woti,
regarding the dangers in embracing thus-conceived limit sitJations, but Ι see
these dangers as more traceabre in conceptions of rimit er,p".ience than in
Jaspers' notiοn of limit situations. Τherefore, Ι cΙariξ, that my next
paragraphs should be read against thanatoptic and thanatouiist,r, deei_down
apοlitical, outlooks οn others' limit situations that Wolin convincingty
criticizes. The aesthetic izatioπ of horror becomes indeed a self_exculpating
and complacent, new hegemony that makes common cause with its supposed
opp-osite, the moralist, philanthropiο and charitable stances to*uλ tι,.
suffering other.

Τrue, limit situations befall the subject (or a collectivity); but it is also
true that some do not fall from the sky. Αnd some have an unavoidably and
crucially cοlleοtive dimension. They are the limit situation of a splcific
"we.'' Thus, alοngside the centrality of the limit situation for the subject and
its proοessual course toward (in)authentic being, Ι see a potential centrality
of approaching ethico-political situations that we, this '\,e" be of westem
localities, powerful public fora, aοademics, groups of experts, etc., create fοr
others (or that others are cοnfronted with). We overlook this in the'generality
of our talk about others, while, sfuck in a war zone, immigrants,"refugees,
and rootοd subjeοts experience a limit sifuation in complex*variety, g;,up-
specific uniqueness or subjective irreducibilify. westem subj".t, p.."Jiu. o.
overlook such otherness through their own theoretical ana pλtiticλt ..shells.,,

77 wolin, "{-'arl Sοhrnitt." p. 43j. Wolin takes the tenn ..Αesthetik des Schreckens,'
frοm Karl Heinz Bohrer.
78 Ιbidem.
79 See, for instance, Jan Ν{assch*}ι.in. "E:ιpοrieircο aιlιJ the LiInits ιrf
Cοvεrnmι:ntalit'ιl,'' in EducαtionαΙ Philosophy αnd Theοιy,VoΙ' 38, Nr. 4, 20Ο6, pp.
561-576; and Christiane Τhotnpsοn, "EιJucatiοlr andiοr Disp}acelnοnt? Α
Ρedagogical Ιιquiry intιl Fιrιtcaιllt's 'Lirrlit-Expι:ιience,.'' itl Εclutαιiιinα! Pki!ο'τοp!η,
οnd Tlιeοη,, Vο1" 42, Νr. -1,2η11g' pp. _r6i__r77.

:: γungt' "Jaspers concept of ,limit situation,,'' pp. 175ff.υ λ4arianna Papastephanou, "on ugliness in wλrds, in politics' in tour-ism,,, in
Εducαtionαl Philosophy αnd Theory,,Υol.47,Nr. l3-14, zι1ls, pp. Ι493-1515.
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subject and her emotions grasps the situatiοn of the other οnly indirectly (to
the extent that the situation may have emotive effeοts observable or
imaginable from the pοint of view of the sympathizer), thus failing to grasp
the multidimensionality of the situation as such.

ConcΙusiοn

As Gatta has argued, "exclusive reliance on the intelleοt is possibly
what stunts the politiοal promise of modernity to tum suffering into a central
problem"; in fact, "modernity's interest for suffering remains generic',. To
change this we could tum to how Jaspers' limit siπation philosophy neither
intellectualizes nor abstracts suffering "out ofpolitical re1evance."86 Ιn line
with this view, Ι have emphasized that it hοlds also for postmodemity.
Moreover, though iimit situations are οonstifutive of existence, specific limit
situations may be caused by human handlings. Ι have suggested that such
limit siωations have special ethico-political, rather than just intellectual or
experiential, significance. A further, related yet neglected, ethico-political
issue is that generalities of existential l.ulnerability turn through action (or
laοk of aοtion) into concrete, distressing experiences for specifically and
unevenly positioned, situated people οr for nature. Jaspers' nuances then
help us define cruelty - in its οpposition tο misforhrne (or catastrophe) - as
a human-made transformatiοn of a basic situation into a limit situation for
specific human or non-human others. My ethico-political perspective has
assoοiated limit situations not only with what humans as subjects encounter,
or merrily seek for the sake οf dislocation and flight Ι}om routine (Soft limit
situations and tamed limit experiences), but also with what they create for
themselves, others and nafure. Thus, Ι rethink Jaspers' emphasis on what the
limit siπatiοn does to the self and how the self copes with it (even if
intersubjectively): what about that which limit situations reveal about the
entanglement of beings and collectivities? The emphasis on the effects of
limit siπations on the individual may continue to relegate the topic to
psychology and remove it from ethicο-politiοal sight'

With a limit situation "a truth about one's Εxistenz enters suddenly
into consciousness", one that may be "unbearable for those affected."87 Such
truths of limit situations comprise "the unavoidability of guilt, the
inexorability of being free, the frailty of one's body, or the finiπde οf one's
Dαsein.''88 Ηowever, beyond truth and moments of realization for the
affected selξ Ι have noted more multiple challenges than those which a
monologiοal (se1f-oriented) frame aΙlows us to perceive' Limit situations also
effect a tension of actiοn, an impasse, impossible choiοes, tragic ethical

86 Gatta, Theοrizing αmong ruins, p.29.
87 Fuchs, "Existential νulnerabi!ity'', p. 302'
88 Ιbidem.
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diΙemmas.89 Ιn my view, Jaspers, 1iπrit siπation could be thought through
beyond his οwn association οf it with fundamental conditions o{ Dαsein. lι
other words, Ι see a suφlus of possible significations of the term and possible
instantiations beyond those of struggle, guilt, chance and suffering, ttrougι,
inclusive of them. The term may also be conceptually demarcated δy a void
and a necessity, an absence and a presence: a rimit siiuation is on" wire." we
have to make a chοice and deοision in the absence of guidelines, of a
traveler's guide, of sοientific authority and in the p..r..'.J of urgency, in
need of non-deferrable action.gο Ιn some cases, this action 

-may 
be

mοnological - in the sense of being just the creation of a new world
orientation for the seΙf. The proteοtive shell is missing and a new home is to
be searched within the confines οf a by then illumiriated existence'-or" oε
avr'areness and reοοnοiiiation with human finitude and vulnerability. οut, in
some limit situations, another kind of actiοn is urgent, a relational οne towardjustice that directly affects the lives of others. e lπit situation (one,s οwn
or another's) involves an extra-ordinary spatiotemporality beοause it is both:
a.new. land (terrα noνα), hic αbτιndαnt leoλes,9Ι unλ u rcipu, terribilis ' LimiΙ
situations may be deterritorializing, not in the 

- 
οelebraλry, self-

οongratulatory sense that this teιτn takes when associated with the valorιzed
mobility οf the Westem nomadic subject but in the self-critiοal sense that it
may have when denoting reflection on our own "shells,', namely, on our
intemal "boundaries'' that we carry arοund even when -" ..oω extemal
borders. Αs such heterochτonies and deterritorializations, limit situations
inνite extrα territorium jιιs, a \aw,justice and ethico-potiti., oui or *'.
ordinary.
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